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Nemeton TV Raises its Sports Media
Production Game with Quantum
New Solution Combines StorNext Software and a Scalar Tape Archive to
Speed Digital Workflows for Sports Production

SAN JOSE, Calif., Aug. 24, 2020 /PRNewswire/ -- Quantum Corp. (NASDAQ: QMCO), a
global leader and pioneer in video and unstructured data solutions, today announced that
Nemeton TV has deployed a Quantum storage solution consisting of Quantum StorNext®
scale-out file storage software and a Scalar® tape archive. The system delivers the storage
reliability required for producing live sporting events, reduces time to ingest and access
content under tight deadlines, and provides greater scalability as Nemeton TV transitions to
new streaming delivery models.  

"The Quantum solution enables us to meet our current needs while providing the scalability
and expandability for what we be doing five and ten years down the road," noted Irial Mac
Murchú, CEO, Nemeton TV.

[Click to Tweet: Nemeton TV implements @QuantumCorp #storage for reliability,
performance and scalability to produce winning sports content for major broadcast networks
https://bit.ly/31dlIrk ]

A Need for Robust, Reliable Storage
For more than 25 years, Nemeton TV has produced captivating sports content for major
broadcast networks. When people watch live rugby, soccer, Gaelic football, hurling, or shinty
in Ireland, chances are Nemeton TV has played a role in bringing those events to their TV
sets and device screens. Beyond supporting Irish organizations such as the GAA (Gaelic
Athletic Association) and Irish broadcaster TG4, Nemeton TV produces content and supplies
people and facilities for BBC Scotland, BBC Wales, Sky Sports, and numerous other
organizations. In addition, Nemeton TV collaborates on a range of non-sporting content and
helps educate the next generation of media production professionals. This work requires
robust, reliable data storage, but the company's existing storage infrastructure had trouble
keeping up with an expanding business.

Addressing the Storage Challenge of New Business Opportunities
Demand for streaming services has increased tremendously for Nemeton TV, including such
demand from non-traditional clients. An increasing number of corporate sponsors depend on
Nemeton TV to stream sporting events on their corporate websites - from producing the
game through streaming it on the corporate website and distributing clips through social
media. To meet this growth in demand and capitalize on new opportunities, the company

https://www.quantum.com/en/products/stornext-file-system/
https://www.quantum.com/en/products/tape-storage/
https://mma.prnewswire.com/media/548503/Quantum_Corp_Logo.html
https://ctt.ac/C23VA
https://bit.ly/31dlIrk


needed a more scalable platform. As a producer of live sporting events, reliability was
critical.

The Nemeton TV team also needed their storage environment to provide fast access to
content for their production and post-production workflows. "We need to rapidly ingest data
from a variety of sources," says Murchú. "And to produce clips, highlights, and other
packages within tight deadlines, team members need to retrieve content from long-term
storage rapidly."

Advancing with StorNext Software and Scalar Tape
An archive project for a large client provided an opportunity for a hands-on evaluation of the
StorNext software, where the team experienced the speed and reliability of the platform.
Nemeton TV selected a Quantum solution powered by StorNext scale-out file storage
software, plus a Quantum Scalar tape archive that enables teams to draw from older content
to create clips, highlights, and other compilations.

Exceptional Reliability and Performance for Accelerated Workflows
The Quantum solution provides the reliability that Nemeton TV needs to deliver sporting
events and other content to consumers without interruption. Since installing the Quantum
solution, Nemeton TV has had 100 percent uptime. Nemeton TV teams now also have the
performance to rapidly ingest, access, transcode, output, and archive large volumes of high-
resolution content.

"Since the Quantum solution has been installed, the speeds have been astronomical," says
Fiachna Mac Murchú, technical systems manager at Nemeton TV. "Our transfers from disk
to LTO tape and back are multiple times faster than with our old solution."

New Levels of Scalability for the Future
The Nemeton TV team is now prepared for the future, ready to support new types of
productions and a growing client base. With the combination Quantum StorNext plus Scaler
platform in place, the team no longer faces limitations when bidding for new jobs, because
their storage environment can scale to meet their needs. The company is also prepared to
help its clients conduct deeper sports analytics and provide statistics to viewers along with
games.

"Storage is fundamental to everything we do," says Irial Mac Murchú. "With Quantum, we
have the foundation for building a range of new services and ultimately delivering exciting
new experiences to viewers."

Additional Resources

Read the entire case study for Nemeton TV:
https://www.quantum.com/en/resources/customer-success/nemeton-tv/
Learn more about StorNext: https://www.quantum.com/stornext
For more about Scalar tape: https://www.quantum.com/en/products/tape-storage/

About Quantum
Quantum technology and services help customers capture, create and share digital content

https://www.quantum.com/en/resources/customer-success/nemeton-tv/
https://www.quantum.com/stornext
https://www.quantum.com/en/products/tape-storage/


– and preserve and protect it for decades. With solutions built for every stage of the data
lifecycle, Quantum's platforms provide the fastest performance for high-resolution video,
images, and industrial IoT. That's why the world's leading entertainment companies, sports
franchises, researchers, government agencies, enterprises, and cloud providers are making
the world happier, safer, and smarter on Quantum. Quantum is listed on Nasdaq (QMCO)
and was added to the Russell 2000® Index on June 26, 2020. For more information visit
www.quantum.com/.

Quantum, the Quantum logo, StorNext and Scalar are registered trademarks of Quantum
Corporation and its affiliates in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks
are the property of their respective owners.

"Safe Harbor" Statement: This press release contains "forward-looking" statements. All
statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could be deemed
forward-looking statements. Specifically, but without limitation, statements relating to the
quoted 100% uptime with the StorNext software and Scalar tape archive platform are
forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Safe Harbor. All forward-looking
statements are based on information available to Quantum on the date hereof. These
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause
Quantum's actual results to differ materially from those implied by the forward-looking
statement, including unexpected changes in the Company's business. More detailed
information about these risk factors, and additional risk factors, are set forth in Quantum's
periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, but not limited to,
those risks and uncertainties listed in the section entitled "Risk Factors," in Quantum's
Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on November 9, 2017, especially those risks listed in this section under the
headings "Our results of operations depend on a limited number of products and on new
product introductions, which may not be successful, in which case our business, financial
condition and results of operations may be materially and adversely affected." Quantum
expressly disclaims any obligation to update or alter its forward-looking statements, whether
as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by applicable
law.
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Bob Wientzen 
Quantum Corporation 
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bob.wientzen@quantum.com  
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